Tailored for Today, and Tomorrow

Powerful solutions that are modified for the mission
No two missions are alike. SAP NS2 understands this and can extend the power and performance of SAP
software to fit your unique mission needs and parameters.

Over the past decade, SAP NS2 has supported a wide range of national security missions with our indepth knowledge of the community and our progressive technology. Furthering our commitment, we’ve
created NS2 Innovative Business Solutions (IBS), a critical accelerator that uses an agile, end-to-end
design-driven approach to enhance your current software investment, migrate legacy software to the
cloud, or prototype a next-generation solution.
Each IBS solution is backed by the same support and commitment that comes with commercial SAP
software. The result is a mission-tailored, SAP NS2 solution that empowers your agency to address its
most pressing mission-critical needs, today, tomorrow and into the future.

Objectives
•
•
•

Deliver mission-tailored solutions with next generation technology like predictive analytics, IoT,
and machine language.
Extend your current commercial SAP software investment to meet shifting mission objectives.
Ensure long term success whether on premises, private cloud or NS2 Secure Cloud.

Solutions
•
•
•
•

Tailored application development by SAP’s own product engineering experts.
Proven execution performed by trusted experts who understand your mission needs.
Commercial grade software innovation, maintenance, and support 24 hours a day.
100% U.S. based, SAP NS2 personnel, infrastructure and cloud operations centers.

Benefits
•
•
•

Risk-free transformation of legacy platforms into state-of-the-art mission-centric solutions
Agile, innovative development approach that quickly delivers operational capability.
Streamlined user experiences and seamlessly integrated solutions.
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Swiftly adjust to changing mission requirements. Rethink processes and simplify workflows. Create
precision outcomes by increasing speed to insight, eliminating stovepipes, and powering informed
decisions. Leverage your existing solutions to rapidly deliver new capabilities. And do it all with
commercial-grade solutions that are tailored for your mission by SAP NS2 Innovative Business
Solutions, a trusted national security provider.
We combine more than 45 years of SAP enterprise application development experience with indepth knowledge of national security challenges to solve your toughest problems.
Inline and leverage machine learning, predictive analytics, the Internet of Things, and other leadingedge technology in the manner that best suits the mission. Our U.S.-based commercial-grade
development teams rapidly develop, deploy, and maintain each solution in a fully operational
environment, 24x7x365.
In the cloud, on-premises, or in hybrid environments, you can innovate faster with mission
enhancing solutions that integrate with your agency core processes.

Learn more
To find out more, please contact your SAP NS2 Services Account Manager
or visit us at innovationservices@sapns2.com.

The power of SAP software, tailored to the mission.
Developed and commercially supported by
SAP NS2 Innovative Business Solutions.

Turn Thinking Into Everything
At SAP NS2® we do one thing: support the mission of national security. We do this by accelerating the deployment of
commercially proven technology to deliver optimal outcomes at mission speed.
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SAP NS2 is a US subsidiary of SAP, a global leader in software development and innovation. SAP spends $3.5 billion
annually in Research and Development (R&D), which allows SAP NS2 to bring tremendous technology and innovation in
support of our U.S. Department of Defense and National Security customers. By leveraging commercially proven
technologies backed by the expertise of credentialed U.S. persons on U.S. soil, we accelerate the pace of innovation for
the mission.

